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Chapter 5: Participant Observation 
 

5.1 Participant observation in context 
  
Ethnographers have an extremely broad methodological palette. Our work can include 
everything from individual and group interviews to historical research, quantitative surveys, and 
analyzing mass media, to name only a few common approaches. However, despite this diversity 
one method above all others is fundamental to ethnographic research. This method is participant 
observation, the cornerstone of ethnography. Participant observation is the embodied 
emplacement of the researching self in a fieldsite as a consequential social actor. If a 
methodological toolbox does not include participant observation, the approach may be legitimate 
and effective for exploring any number of topics, but it is not ethnographic. Through participant 
observation, ethnographers step into the social frame in which activity takes place. We sing with 
the congregation at a church service, feel the heat of the fires as slash-and-burn farmers prepare a 
patch of tropical forest for planting, sit on the bus with immigrant workers heading to a factory in 
the morning, watch strange fish swim into view with oceanographers thousands of feet below sea 
level. We also slay virtual dragons in the company of guildmates, play hide and seek in a virtual 
garden, attend a steampunk dance in Victorian attire. Becoming directly involved in the activities 
of daily life provides an intimate view of their substance and meaning. But participant 
observation is not simply “doing what the natives do”;  it is a refined craft that entails a particular 
kind of engagement and a particular way of looking at things. 
 
Embodied participant observation work (even when embodied partially or wholly in avatar form) 
is shaped by our subject position—including our gender, age, race, social class, accent, national 
origin, sexual orientation, language skills, religion, occupation, and political commitments. But 
do these specificities introduce bias that  hobbles research? Certainly every ethnographer has a 
“view from somewhere” and potentially it can affect what the ethnographer sees. But 
ethnography’s “patient, careful, and imaginative life study....remaining in close and continuing 
relations with the natural social order,” as Blumer notes (1954: 10), mitigates, to a large extent 
the peculiarities of subject position. The extended presence of the ethnographer signals 
commitment and sincere interest, opening dialogs with a variety of informants whose viewpoints 
and insights can be represented in the ethnography. While the ethnographer cannot be guaranteed 
to overcome all aspects of subject position in every instance, over time, many obstacles dissolve 
as study participants realize that the ethnographer is not going away, and that she is genuinely 
concerned with holistic understanding of the cultural activities under investigation. 
 
Subject position bears on matters such as access to certain kinds of participants, and the 
interpretive frames with which the ethnographer approaches analysis of the data. But subject 
position does not paralyze the ethnographic enterprise, nor render ethnographers incapable of 
good research. To turn this concern on its head, subject position—in its manifold dimensions—
affords resources, not just constraints. Making sense of the subject positions of others is a 
complex intellectual exercise that can be at least partially informed by one’s own position. 
Practical knowledge, such as how to behave appropriately within a particular social group or 
culture, or realization of some of the challenges faced by a culture or group, may arise from 
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membership. Women everywhere, for example, know the vulnerability of being the smaller, 
weaker sex in a sexually dimorphic world, and the implications for daily life this reality entails. 
Specialized knowledge, such as language skills or familiarity with a religious tradition, can be 
leveraged to move effectively in a field setting. Early feminist ethnographers found that their 
gender offered them access to the female aspects of culture, but as “outsiders” they could also 
gain entry to male-only rituals to which native women were prohibited (Visweswaran 1994; 
Powermaker 1966). 
 
Because ethnographers often study small groups, the question of statistical significance 
sometimes arises. However, ethnographers are not always sampling for discrete characteristics, 
as for certain statistical analyses. We are studying cultures, communities, and activities 
composed of diverse participants in interaction with each other. An ethnographer successfully 
integrated into the fieldsite, for instance, can easily approach a “100% response rate,” by talking 
to everyone, or nearly everyone, in a village, guild, team, or other social unit. Mail and online 
surveys often have far lower rates, around 20% or less. Ethnographic research is fundamentally a 
holistic project; we seek to understand shared practices, meanings, and social contexts, and the 
interrelations between them. As we use participant observation to move through different 
instances of the social units in the domains we study, we learn, for instance, whether the first 
guild we were in was atypical or typical, and in what ways. We read the work of researchers 
seeking to understand the same social dynamics we do. It would be a waste of effort to construct 
a random sample to discover whether WoW players use Ventrilo or other voice over IP programs 
during raiding (they do) or whether they use mods (they do). Participant observation allows us to 
understand the particular ways that voice communication is integral to virtual world socializing 
and how modifications allow players some measure of self-governance. We explore and analyze 
such topics. No amount of quantification can illuminate them, nor can “experiments” in virtual 
worlds discover authentic behaviors that arise out of the everyday experiences of interacting in a 
virtual world. 
 
Since participant observation is the foundation of ethnographic research, we devote this chapter 
to discussing it in depth, beginning with its provenance. The history of participant observation is 
intertwined with the history of ethnographic research discussed in chapter 2. In anthropology, it 
is linked to the transition away from “armchair anthropology” where most early anthropologists, 
including E.B. Tylor and James Frazer (whose 1922 book The Golden Bough was extremely 
influential), did no research themselves. Instead, they used data gathered by travelers, merchants, 
missionaries, and colonial officials. Some of these data were inconsistent or judgmental, but 
could also be of surprisingly high quality and have influenced the history of ethnographic 
research (e.g., Schoolcraft 1851; for examples and discussions of other historical precedents, see 
Spencer and Gillen 1899; Hinsley 1983; Stocking 1983; Povinelli 2002).  
 
By the early twentieth century, the notion of “armchair anthropology” was being called into 
question. W. H. R. Rivers’s influential “General Account of Method” drew a clear distinction 
between “intensive study” and “survey” research, emphasizing the need to learn local languages 
and the importance of “volunteered information” relative to that obtained through elicitation 
(Stocking 1983:90). Above all, Bronisław Malinowski helped establish the centrality of 
participant observation to ethnographic research (Pelto and Pelto 1973; Salamone 1979; Kuper 
1996). He not only trained influential early cohorts of anthropologists but wrote extensively 
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about methods. These discussions appear throughout Malinowski’s oeuvre, but the best-known 
appears in the opening pages of Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922). Not long after the 
famous passage in which Malinowski asked the reader to “imagine yourself suddenly set down 
surrounded by all your gear, alone on a tropical beach close to a native village, while the launch 
or dinghy which has brought you sails away out of sight” (1922:4), he identified as “the most 
elementary… principle of method” that an ethnographer “ought to put himself in good conditions 
of work” (1922:6), which he recounted as follows: 
 

Soon after I had established myself in Omarakana (Trobriand Islands), I began to 
take part, in a way, in the village life, to look forward to the important or festive 
events, to take personal interest in the gossip and the developments of the small 
village occurrences; to wake up every morning to a day, presenting itself to me 
more or less as it does to the native. (Malinowski 1922:7) 

 
By the 1930s, discussions of method valorized “the fieldworker” as “justly recognized to be the 
most important person in the sphere of social anthropology” (Westermarck 1936:241; see 
Wolcott 2005 for further discussion). 
 
Participant observation has a dual origin, since its history in sociology is as lengthy as in 
anthropology. Sociological writers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries were already thinking 
about questions of method along the lines of participant observation, as in Simmel’s notion of the 
“professional stranger,” or in the work of Durkheim, who “anticipated the value of participant 
observation... the social scientist must go into the field to discover how a society conceives of its 
own institutions” (Layton 1997:20). Early on, these concerns were put into practice within 
sociology itself: 
 

[T]he method has very, very deep roots in sociology. Beatrice Webb was doing 
participant observation—complete with note taking and informant interviewing—
in the 1880s and she wrote trenchantly about the method in her 1926 memoir 
(1926). (Bernard 2006:346)  

 
Debates over participant observation have continued throughout the history of sociology 
(Lohman 1937; Bruyn 1966; McCall and Simmons 1969; Jacobs 1970; Pelto and Pelto 1973; 
Burawoy 1991). These debates have in turn informed discussions of participant observation in 
anthropology (DeWalt and DeWalt 2002).  
 
5.2 Participant observation in practice 
We have taken the time to revisit this history not just because we believe that practitioners of 
participant observation should be cognizant of it, but because we see these fieldworkers as 
providing vital tools for research. Like physical world ethnographers, virtual world 
ethnographers should take advantage of extended fieldwork to study cultures through 
participation that is authentic in that culture’s own terms. This can sometimes entail acquiring 
new skills at a very high level. Bonnie and T.L., for instance, had to learn to perform as raiders in 
order to study raiding activity in World of Warcraft. They had to show up for raids, pull their 
weight, and act as a full member of the raiding team, an experience common to many 
ethnographers studying virtual worlds structured as online games (Steinkuehler 2006; Golub 
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2010). In many cases virtual worlds allow ethnographers to be more participatory than in 
physical world contexts, and also more demanding from a skills acquisition perspective. For 
instance, when observing slash and burn agriculture in Papua New Guinea, Bonnie lit no fires 
and felled no trees. Yet in Second Life, Tom learned how to build things, including 
Ethnographia, his home and office in Second Life, just as his participants had.  
 
Participant observation is built on the alignments between engaging in everyday activities on one 
hand, and recording and analyzing those activities on the other. The trickiness of this alignment 
often leads to the question “Are you playing or researching?” The either/or nature of this 
question misses that participant observation means that participating—including “playing”—is 
absolutely essential. We cannot pick one or the other. Good participant observation means “play” 
and “research” in parallel, as the same engaged activity.  
 
However, due to practical and cognitive limitations, one activity often takes precedence over 
another at a given moment. For example, if conducting an online interview, it is difficult to 
simultaneously play a game. If helping to kill a difficult monster, close participant observation is 
hard. Still, sometimes, engaging in both modalities more or less concurrently can entail juggling 
multiple tasks at once. For example, at one point in her research, Bonnie had missed several raids 
during which raid leaders established a requirement to use a player-created modification known 
as AVR. Upon realizing she needed this modification, Bonnie scrambled to log out, download 
and customize the modification, and try to understand how it worked. While doing this, through 
the group’s voice chat channel she heard players discussing the modification’s features, as well 
as rumors that Blizzard disliked AVR and would soon disable it. Since Bonnie had been tracking 
player-corporate relations around the issue of modifications as a key part of her research, this 
conversation caught her attention. She realized that even as she was struggling to get the 
modification working, she needed to immediately begin noting the conversation in as much 
detail as possible, as well as players’ jokes about misuses of AVR. Issues of governance, 
community, skill, and creativity emerged in the conversations simultaneously with the demands 
of the performance of play.   
 
One day in April 2006, Tom was doing fieldwork in Second Life when he received an invitation 
to participate in a “wings dance party.” Tom teleported to the dance, only to realize that he did 
not yet have any wings for his avatar. He asked the host “know a good place where I can buy a 
pair real quick?” and the host replied “no, but I probably have a pair I can send you.” After 
searching his inventory, the host offered Tom some wings to add to his avatar. Even as he started 
dancing, Tom was thus already thinking about avatar embodiment, commodities, and gifts. After 
about an hour dancing, Tom left to play a game of Tringo (a combination of Tetris and Bingo) 
with several other residents. As the game started up, one resident talked about how “I’m happy-
go-lucky tonight—glad to have the day off from rl [real life, the physical world].” Another 
resident said “I’m ill in rl, yet somehow this helps take the pain away.” The ensuing discussion 
between residents—a kind of discussion that would never happen in an interview—helped Tom 
think about questions of the body and relationships between the physical and virtual, particularly 
when linked to his earlier experiences at the dance. The juxtaposition of different kinds of 
participation helped Tom formulate key questions about virtual embodiment.  
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Sometimes our subjects actively shape our level of involvement. Early in her research with Uru 
refugees in There.com, Celia took a fairly passive approach, trying to minimize her impact. But 
the players, who were proactive and emotionally invested in the success of her research, 
confronted her with the criticism that she was too detached—that in order to understand their 
culture she needed to engage in activities with them, rather than simply watching from the 
sidelines. Shortly after this discussion, an opportunity arose to do just that. Uru refugees had 
invented a new sport called “Buggy Polo,” using the dune buggy vehicles found throughout 
There.com. The “ball” was a translucent, spherical hover vehicle that behaved like a large 
beachball. Although the ball did not have to be driven, someone had to control it in case it went 
out of bounds, since it was otherwise unretrievable. One of the group leaders, who was disabled, 
had been manning the ball and decided to dismount from the ball to take a break to rest her 
hands. Celia was flying about in the trees taking screenshots when the ball got stuck in one of the 
tree branches. The other players called to her to bring it down, but the only way to do this was to 
actually board the vehicle. She did so, steered the ball back into the middle of the field and 
stayed at the center of the action for the remainder of the game, taking the role of the ball which 
had previously been held by the other player. This marked a turning point in her level of 
engagement, increasing both her trust and esteem with the group. Greater involvement in play 
activities gave her a deeper understanding of the group’s signature play styles, which were a 
major component of her findings. The players respected her more and were more willing to share 
their culture and stories as a result of this increased engagement in their activities. The scenario 
of the subjects taking a strong role in shaping the research is not unique to virtual worlds, as in 
the example of “Esperanza,” a Mexican street peddler who selected Ruth Behar to tell her story 
(1994). 
 
T.L. once found herself back in a virtual world she was studying after having attended a physical 
world event where about thirty people from the virtual world had gathered for a weekend of 
socializing offline, many of them meeting each other for the first time. At the physical world 
event, several people remarked that they were glad to finally learn T.L.’s gender. She was both 
amused and surprised to learn she had picked an avatar that confused many people (though to her 
it seemed perfectly fine at the time—a standard female head paired with a relatively generic male 
body that read a bit androgynous to her). That first evening back inworld, T.L. wandered into a 
virtual room where a number of people were hanging out.  The fact that she was still using a 
“confusing” avatar triggered a playful round of discussion and experimentation that began with 
persons who had attended the physical world event, but then grew to include others. People 
would wander off, use the virtual world’s “body change” machine to put on a new avatar body, 
and then return, all the while joking and chatting about the meaning of avatar bodies. In a very 
concrete way, the avatars became “objects to think with” (Turkle 2007). An initial stumble on 
T.L.’s part (embodying herself in an apparently confusing way) proved to be a productive 
prompt for a fascinating discussion about embodiment, identity, and playful performance, all of 
which were core themes for her research project. 
 
As these examples demonstrate, participant observation is built on a number of general principles 
that persist across all contexts, while at the same time remaining flexible enough to be responsive 
to practices and specificities unique to the culture being studied. To support this foundation of 
flexibility and variability, we begin with five suggestions for effective participant observation 
tailored to virtual worlds research. Note that while we have no choice but to present these 
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suggestions sequentially, they will often take place concurrently as we prepare for and enter into 
fieldwork. 

5.3 Preparing the researching self 
As mentioned earlier, participant observation is the embodied emplacement of the researching 
self in a fieldsite as a consequential social actor. Like the actor who refers to the body as his or 
her “instrument,” our embodied selves are our research instruments. How do we prepare our 
instruments for such emplacement? As we see it, there are five distinct aspects to this 
preparation.  
 
First, it is important to consider as well how the physical work environment hinders or helps our 
researching selves. We can set up our workspace to minimize fatigue, bleary eyes, and even 
things like carpal tunnel syndrome. For instance, Tom often works while walking on a special 
treadmill and T.L. has a desk that can adjust to standing mode, a welcome option after years 
hunched at a keyboard took its toil on her neck. Some of us may prefer to work in our 
conventional lab or office setting, but just as often we may want to set up a home office to create 
a private discrete work space. Even if we work primarily from a lab, a home office may also be 
useful since much virtual world activity takes place outside of regular work hours. On the other 
hand, some may find the noisy bustle of the dining room table, enabling interaction with our 
families, more conducive to productivity. If we travel or have busy schedules, as many of us do, 
we may find ways to pitch our tent in a coffee shop or hotel room.  
 
Second, in terms of setting up the optimal conditions to enter the field, technological issues are 
paramount. Our home space (and work office, if we have one and use it for ethnographic 
research) should have a reliable internet connection. The “lag” created from a poor connectivity 
can make interaction frustrating and even cause computers to crash. Most virtual worlds have 
minimum system requirements involving everything from graphics cards to hard drive space and 
we will want to consider these when choosing the computer on which we will carry out our 
work. We should also think about how, if our computer is significantly worse (or better) than the 
norm among our informants, we will in some sense potentially be out of step with them 
experientially; we might see a lower-resolution version of the virtual world, or will not be able to 
see far into the distance. Given our fieldsite is constructed in part through technology, it is 
important to attend to both software system requirements and the configurations our informants 
typically use. This is particularly the case in game settings where synchronized activity is critical 
to the outcome of group maneuvers. We should strive be in step with them, including 
technologically. We may even be conducting research in venues such as internet cafes and not be 
using our own dedicated technology. In such cases we will, by default, experience the same 
problems and opportunities of such settings as our informants. 
 
Third, preparation for fieldwork involves not just one’s workspace, but one’s ethnographic self. 
Such preparation might not include language training, but will always involve technical 
proficiency. It is our responsibility to get “up to speed” regarding the basics of everyday life in 
the virtual world we wish to study. This includes keyboard and mouse control, navigating menus 
and commands, customizing the look of our avatar, learning technical and linguistic conventions 
for text chat and voice communication, and learning how to engage in typical activities, from 
basic avatar movement to building or wielding weapons and spells. It’s important that we “do 
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our homework” (any available tutorial, for example) so as not to burden our informants with our 
own inexperience. While our subjects may teach us advanced combat tactics or navigation 
techniques, we should begin with at least the basic facility to walk and adjust our voice volume 
before entering fully into the field. T.L. spent hours looking through various object code in text-
based worlds, including that of her own character, so as to better understand what actions could 
be done. She then often practiced commands while alone to get a feel for inhabiting that space. 
When beginning his fieldwork in Second Life, Tom spent a week flying over every parcel of the 
entire virtual world (which was possible at the time because Second Life had only about 5,000 
residents). This allowed him to get a feel for common types of buildings and activities. Later on 
in fieldwork, we will often want to gain additional technical skills, including adapting to new 
features and learning to use modifications and plug-ins created by participants themselves. One 
of Celia’s early stumbles was an initial failure to develop aptitude with settings for voice, which 
had been added as a feature to There.com and quickly adopted as a social convention. Later, she 
learned to use a player-created plug-in that changed the appearance of hair inworld, because 
players had developed the convention of selecting their avatar hairstyle based on the appearance 
of hair while using the plug-in rather than the original inworld hairstyle.  
 
Conducting research in virtual worlds requires acquiring considerable expertise, not only in the 
culture being studied, but in the mechanics of the software itself. The ethnographer must know 
how to navigate the world, play the game, construct the items—whatever is needed to 
participate. This necessity for expertise is less pronounced in traditional real world contexts. 
Bonnie has studied, among others, brain surgeons, geneticists, reference librarians, accountants, 
and slash and burn farmers. In no case did she acquire expertise in these endeavors. But in a 
game-oriented virtual world with 85 levels, the researcher must have a level 85 character to study 
level 85 players since parity will typically be the only way the researcher can meaningfully 
participate alongside one’s higher-level informants. It is not possible to ethnographically 
investigate virtual world cultures without dedicated participation. 
 
While preparation is critical, it is also true that the field has its own logics into which we are 
immediately drawn, ready or not. Neither T.L. nor Bonnie knew anything whatsoever about 
MMOGs when commencing their game research. Even without asking, each were helped by 
friendly players, a first indication of the sociality of the spaces. These early encountered players 
were not informants per se. Neither T.L. nor  Bonnie approached them for research input, but 
their gifts of advice and instruction informed them about important aspects of the game’s 
cultures. Participant observation, then, may move ahead almost under its own power the moment 
we step into the field. It is part of the method to be receptive to unexpected experiences.  
 
We do not need to have total facility at the outset, and asking questions of other participants can 
be a useful way to learn about cultural norms. In classic ethnographic parlance, we must 
“acculturate” ourselves to the virtual world we study. An important component in becoming 
familiar with a world is documenting and reflecting on our own process of socialization into it. 
The “newbie” experience is pivotal for ethnographers and we should not sidestep the value we 
gain from watching ourselves go through that process. We do need to balance acquiring skills in 
ways that are not overly disruptive, yet allowing our novice status to work as a productive point 
of entrée for conversation and exploration. Showing some preparation is helpful (especially in 
more hardcore game cultures where newcomers are sometimes derided), but a willingness to 
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learn is important as well. As we become more expert, we may at times even be asked to teach 
relative newcomers about the virtual world we are studying. In such circumstances learning both 
what people find easy to grasp and what people find difficult to master can help us better 
understand the virtual world culture in question. 
 
Fourth, preparing ourselves for virtual world fieldwork also includes creating our embodiment as 
an avatar, which shapes not only our identity but our social life inworld. In most virtual worlds, 
some degree of avatar customization is possible. In more gaming-oriented virtual worlds, this 
may be limited within the boundaries of a particular race or class, decisions which may be 
dictated in part by the players we seek to study. Our informants will often see our choices in 
customizing our avatars as saying something about how we wish to be understood as a 
participating observer. In many virtual worlds it is also possible to change avatar embodiment as 
often as we like: in such cases, how often and in what way we alter our avatars will shape how 
informants understand our presence inworld. For example, T.L.’s choice of a gnome embodiment 
in EverQuest shaped her fieldwork experience. Though originally selected simply because she 
preferred the way gnomes looked, T.L. discovered that the gnome avatar’s small size and 
stereotype as a “playful” race facilitated interactions with strangers. When she later used a 
female barbarian avatar, its hulking, sexualized form elicited a quite different set of initial 
reactions from people. Celia once gave a tour of Second Life to a researcher who randomly 
selected a furry avatar from the default choices, thereby unwittingly establishing himself as part 
of a particular culture. As these examples point out, we may not always have enough information 
in advance of entering a new world to select the optimal embodiment for our goals and we will 
always reckon with the ways our avatar bodies carry with them various social meanings (not 
unlike our offline corporeal bodies). In virtual worlds where avatar embodiment is somewhat 
malleable, this is less of an issue as we can adapt flexibly. But in games and worlds with fixed 
races and classes that cannot be changed once selected, we strongly suggest doing additional 
research before selecting a character, trying out a few different variations to find one that suits 
the goals of the research, and seeking council from our prospective informants as to appropriate 
avatar embodiment choices for the culture being studied. 
 
The fifth and final aspect of preparing the researching self is establishing the type of presence we 
wish to have within the worlds we are studying. This will vary based on the context. In some 
games or virtual worlds selecting a particular faction (such as Horde or Alliance in World of 
Warcraft) or server (roleplaying or non-roleplaying) or joining a specific group, guild or forum 
will establish a certain type of presence. Bonnie, Celia and T.L. have all joined guilds of various 
types in the game worlds they have studied. In virtual worlds that feature affordances for 
dwellings, this may entail creating a field station, which both Celia and Tom have done. A 
dwelling can also be a component in establishing identity, as well as providing a facility in which 
to conduct interviews. While having a dwelling is not a requirement, it may also have the social 
function of sending a signal that we are there for the long-term.  

5.4 Taking care in initiating a relationship with informants 
One of the most important steps in the participant observation process is to plan carefully how to 
initiate relationships with informants. Success in establishing rapport and trust can shape an 
entire research project. One common practice is to begin by reaching out to influential members 
of a group. For virtual worlds, this can be done via forums, email (or private messages), or in-
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world. We should be upfront from the outset, explaining in clear language the goals of the 
research, what we want to do and for how long. We should not take for granted that informants 
understand terms such as “ethnography” or “participant observation,” so we should try to use 
specific descriptions of what we plan to do while engaging with the community.  If possible, 
providing a link to a webpage with a description of the work can be additionally helpful. When 
studying some groups we may also need to rely on group leaders to guide us as to the best way to 
reach out to the community based on their own communication customs. Negotiating entree via 
group “gatekeepers” is something that often has to be done when working with more formal 
organizations or groups that keep tighter boundaries around themselves. Depending on the group, 
we might be invited to attend a meeting or event where we can be introduced to members. We 
might ask the group leaders to post about our research on the group’s forum, or seek permission 
to post ourselves. In that case we want to address issues of consent and consider the research 
procedures of our institution (see chapters 8 and 9 for more information on research ethics and 
institutional review requirements). 
 
Some communities may not have a clear leadership structure. For instance, at the time of Tom’s 
Second Life research this virtual world did not have well-defined community leaders. Tom thus 
began by purchasing land in Second Life, learning how to use the platform to build a house, 
participating in as many events as possible, and building a network of acquaintances. T.L. 
similarly undertook her work in EverQuest by learning to become a player like any other, 
building up networks and eventually guild relations over time. Celia had been a beta tester in 
There.com before embarking on research there, and met with another game refugee community 
before settling on the Uru refugee group. In cases where we make entrée more informally, it is 
important to clearly and consistently let people know we are researchers when possible.  
   
In our experience, and in the experience of many other ethnographers, it is surprising how 
responsive people can be to the request to be studied. It is easy to underestimate the effectiveness 
of showing interest in people’s lives as a social scientific method. All ethnographers can testify 
to the raw power that accrues through authentic interest, communicated to study participants 
tactfully and respectfully. People often find their own lives fascinating, or even when they don’t, 
they become interested and intrigued when a researcher expresses interest. If we explain our 
research clearly they can share in our enthusiasm to better understand their culture, becoming 
supportive partners in inquiry. In some cases, such as Celia’s work with Uru refugees, for a 
community that feels ignored or forgotten, listening can provide a sense of empowerment. 
 
However, it is also possible to encounter resistance from individuals or even the majority of 
potential informants. Such resistance can be obvious, as when members of a community flatly 
refuse to be studied. But it can also be more subtle. Celia eventually gave up studying a group 
because they would often neglect to tell her when they were getting together to play. Although 
they had formally agreed to be studied, their actions demonstrated that they were not as open to 
being the topic of a research project as they had originally indicated. If members of a community 
say explicitly that they do not want to be studied, or indicate this implicitly through their 
behavior, it is best to back down and find another group. Additionally, even if members of a 
community do, on the whole, welcome us as researchers, we should respect the decisions of 
individuals of the community who do not want to participate. One of the many differences 
between ethnographers and journalists is that ethnographers do not conduct research on people 
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who do not wish to be studied. A journalist might write an exposé about a corrupt official, and 
this certainly can serve a needed purpose; but for good data collection and for the ethics of the 
research itself, ethnographers should work only with informant consent (see Chapters 8 and 9 for 
details on informed consent).  
 
In some cases, our work is enriched through interactions with “key informants,” that is, 
individuals who prove particularly benevolent and helpful as we navigate an unfamiliar culture. 
Kow, for example, described how a key informant guided him through the Chinese modding 
community, especially a chatroom he was studying: 
 

Xiao Bao, a very warm hearted Chinese modder, was chatty, fun loving, and had a way 
with words. He was also often present in the chatroom and talked to everyone. He turned 
out to be my most important guide to Chinese modding early in the research. He updated 
me on the latest developments in Chinese WoW, and at times encouraged others to help 
me. (Kow 2011) 

 
When Celia experienced a crisis with her Uru participants, one of the players intervened, helping 
her to acclimate to the community and better understand its history. This initial instinct 
developed into a deeply collaborative relationship with the informant becoming an invaluable 
resource throughout the remainder of the process, as well as a supportive friend. 
 
Key informants are often socially adept, kind, and alert to the predicaments of the ethnographer. 
They constitute a special resource, and have been a vital part of enthongraphy since its inception. 
Key informants seem to materialize on their own; it is not possible to seek them out, and not 
every investigation acquires such a guide. When they present themselves, key informants are an 
invaluable asset in opening up new vistas of understanding, and leading the ethnographer to 
other informants. Key informants are never the ethnographer’s sole data source, but may be 
relied upon to enhance and deepen the ethnographer’s knowledge of the culture, serve as 
researcher advocates, and provide entrée to other informants within the community.  
 
Finally, as we become more experienced and known within the worlds we study, we will 
sometimes find that we have established contacts and goodwill in communities that can also 
provide entrée to other groups and new fieldsites. Celia took advantage of her established 
relationships with Uru-Thereans to develop a new study of the University of There. Her 
connections with both Uru and There refugees in Second Life have also opened new avenues of 
inquiry. Developing trusting relationships with informants over time may expand the possibilities 
for future research. 
 
5.5 Not being afraid to participate and make mistakes 
Participant observation research is not for the shy or faint of heart. It requires plunging into 
activities that may be unfamiliar or strange. It is essential to go with the flow and be flexible; do 
not be afraid to participate and make mistakes. In a virtual world context, we might be asked to 
suddenly take part in a group quest, sit in the pews at a virtual wedding, or don an outfit for a 
fashion show or a themed event. Through such engaged participation we learn things that could 
never be learned otherwise. We gather materials to shape and enrich interviews, and suggest 
other data collection methods that may be needed. 
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When engaging in such a broad range of activities, it is normal that we will make mistakes. It is 
important to be gentle on ourselves and pay attention: we are not the first people to whom this 
has happened! Indeed, Malinowski himself noted how “over and over again, I committed 
breaches of etiquette, which the natives, familiar enough with me, were not slow in pointing out” 
(1922:8). Even if embarrassing at the moment they occur, such blunders can be useful. When 
someone shows us how we have done something wrong and how to do it correctly, we often 
obtain succinct explanations of some aspect of the culture we are studying. 
 
Although it is gratifying and helpful to be invited into the life of a community, it can sometimes 
happen that we will be asked to participate in activities that make us uncomfortable or even raise 
ethical questions. How does the level of “participation” in “participant observation” vary, and 
with what consequences? This is a difficult issue. In principle we recommend the greatest degree 
of engagement possible. It is important as ethnographers to be pushed out of our comfort zones 
and exposed to beliefs and practices that challenge preexisting assumptions. However, total 
participation is not a requirement of an ethnographic approach: “immersion is not merging” 
(Emerson, Fratz, and Shaw 1995:35), and there may be activities with which researchers chose 
not to engage. Ethnographers studying marriage (in a virtual world or the physical world) need 
not get married themselves. We should not do something that violates our core beliefs or, in our 
assessment, constitutes a breach of ethical principles. There may thus be times when we will 
decide to politely decline to participate in an activity. In such cases, informant reactions to our 
refusal to participate can constitute useful data. 
 
There may also be the rare instance where our participants suggest something that may be 
dangerous or risky to them. Hortense Powdermaker tells the story of a black male informant in a 
segregated town offering her a ride in his car, a gesture that would most certainly have put him at 
risk of violence by the white townsfolk (1996).  
 
In this study, Powdermaker encountered another challenge we may face as well. This challenge 
involved her decision to address the black members of the town with the respectful “Mr.” and 
Mrs.,” a choice that caused consternation among the white citizens. There may be times such as 
this when we are thrust into situations in which we will have to consider our position with regard 
to a controversial issue. We  want to use our best judgement and avoid taking sides in a conflict, 
even if we have an ethical disagreement with some aspect of the culture. We cannot of course, 
always live up to this aspiration: we kid ourselves if we think we will not prefer some individuals 
and groups over others, or that we will have a personal opinion about some practice or action. 
Rather than deny such preferences, it is important to acknowledge and compensate for them. We 
should also be aware that favoritism may carry social consequences which can affect our position 
among our informants. In addition, as mentioned earlier, participants can often construe our 
attention as flattering and affirming, so we may want to be cautious not to create the impression 
that we favor certain members or subgroups over others. 
 
While active engagement can be one of the most exciting and fulfilling aspects of ethnographic 
research, participant observation may involve a lot of what may seem to be “dead time.” In some 
cases we will find ourselves hanging out with people for hours on end, and the conversation 
might seem tedious, mundane and uninformative. One of the most important skills ethnographers 
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can develop is the ability to pay attention even during such long stretches of apparently boring 
interaction, for two reasons. First, at any moment the conversation could take a new turn, or 
some interaction might occur that could provide valuable insights. Second, culture is not simply 
a series of memorable events; it exists above all in the minutiae of everyday life. What might at 
first seem banal could turn out to be pivotal. Online gamers often comment that important 
socializing takes place during downtime between formal coordinated activities. Indeed activities 
that take place outside the focal point of our research may provide us with a wealth of 
knowledge. In attending classes at the University of There, for instance, Celia instructed her 
research assistants to stay after class as long as students and instructors were present, as 
seemingly unimportant informal post-classroom discussion often revealed important details 
about group members, teaching or learning practices. Bonnie picked up on the texture of life in 
World of Warcraft by hanging around the capital cities of Orgrimmar and Ironforge. She often 
ran into players she knew and carried on informal conversations that revealed what players were 
thinking about when they played WoW. In Second Life Tom learned vital information about 
differing uses of “local chat” (which was public) versus “instant messages” (person-to-person 
private communication) by examining many examples of chat in everyday socializing whose 
content was not itself particularly interesting. And though situated in the offline world, T.L. 
learned long ago that hanging out all day at fan gatherings, even through the lulls, proved 
valuable both in being seen as a “real” participant by others and given the unpredictability of 
interesting things actually happening. We should never use participant observation solely for the 
purpose of learning official accounts or formalized beliefs. While sometimes trivialized, 
seemingly minor chitchat such as logistics or gossip can suggest topics for later interviewing and 
new avenues of inquiry. Much of this informal talk happens during all that apparent downtime 
that constitutes an important part of participant observation. 

5.6 Taking copious fieldnotes 
While it is important to prioritize participation, the “observation” aspect is no less important, so 
it is critical to take extensive fieldnotes. If we fail to write it down, it might as well not have 
happened! Everything is important and worthy of being documented until proven otherwise. 
Indeed, we may not know what is important while it is happening; thus we should always err on 
the side of over-notating. There now exists a growing body of scholarship discussing the 
practicalities and theoretical implications of writing fieldnotes, as distinct from writing 
ethnographies as final products (e.g., Sanjek 1990a; Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995).  
 
Nonetheless, writing fieldnotes is something of a “black art.” In a study of ethnographers, 
Jackson (1990) found that most would “complain in some manner, saying they received no 
formal instruction in fieldnote-taking,” but that they also felt that given the range of “different 
styles, research focuses, and fieldwork situations… designing a course on fieldwork and 
fieldnotes that will be useful for all… appears to be a challenge few instructors meet 
successfully” (Jackson 1990:8). With few exceptions (Wolf 1992), ethnographers rarely include 
“raw” fieldnotes in their published work, and for good reason: it is the job of researchers during 
analysis and writing to select and contextualize data that will support their arguments, so that 
readers are not overwhelmed by a flood of detail. But if there is no one way to take fieldnotes, 
some general issues are certainly worthy of discussion.  
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When and where to actually write fieldnotes will be determined by the type of research we are 
doing and the activities in which we are engaged. In physical world ethnography, it is sometimes 
difficult to write fieldnotes while directly with informants because it is disruptive or may keep 
the ethnographer from full participation. Because ethnographers usually do not take fieldnotes in 
front of their informants in the physical world, memory and rapid note-taking skills thus become 
important (see Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995). A similar skill can be called on when we are 
absorbed in intense activity. For instance, while raiding, Bonnie had to remember interesting 
things that occurred and jot them down during a lull in the action, typing up more extensive notes 
the following the raid or in the morning. Such “scratch notes” (Ottenberg 1990:148) can be 
helpful in capturing key data points soon after they occur. Expanding and refining fieldnotes in 
this way is best done within 24 hours. The short-term memory is fresh: details can be recovered. 
After a day, memory fades. This reality imposes a strict discipline on ethnographers in recording 
observations. in a timely fashion.  
 
In virtual worlds it is sometimes possible to write brief fieldnotes during participant observation, 
to be augmented soon thereafter when offline. One approach is “two-boxing,” a gaming term 
used to describe controlling two avatars on two computers concurrently. In terms of data 
collection, this entails taking fieldnotes on one computer while immersing oneself in the virtual 
world being studied on another. Tom used a similar technique on a single computer with two 
screens. While having two screens allows for real time notetaking, it becomes challenging when 
participating in more intensive activities (even walking across a landscape with several other 
people). This is a particular issue in gaming contexts: we may be engaged in a demanding 
activity for which removing one’s hands from the keyboard could lead to disaster not only for 
ourselves, but for our group. In such cases it is preferable to simply write fieldnotes after the fact.  
 
Unlike researchers in hypothesis-driven sciences, ethnographers collect data without always 
knowing its meaning or significance in advance. It can be helpful to begin by writing about 
recently encountered individuals and social groups, noting surroundings, interesting events, and 
important resources in use. We should strive to record informant statements as accurately as 
possible, because ethnographies are more convincing if they include quotations taken from 
everyday interaction, in addition to those from interviews. Cultural details that may have a visual 
component, for example, architectural aesthetics, visual references to pop culture or spatial 
relationships between artifacts, can provide useful insights. Similarly, such information can come 
in the form of audio or video, such as a song or the recurring use of a video or audio clip. For 
instance,  streaming video may be part of a social event, or players may engage in a group dance 
to a particular song that is played through an avatar via the voice feature. These uses of audio 
should be documented in fieldnotes, and their context noted. 
 
While having some priorities to guide the production of fieldnotes is important, is it also 
important to be as open-ended as possible. A common mistake of new ethnographers is “pre-
editing” data before capture; it might be felt that an interaction is not worthy of note, and thus  
vital details are omitted. It is particularly easy to fall into this habit if we are familiar with the 
virtual world being studied. We may be tempted to ignore or gloss over results that seem 
irrelevant. In Celia’s research on the University of There, for instance, the frequent absenteeism 
of instructors at their own classes turned out to be a relevant finding, even though it seemed 
tangental at first.  
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Some ethnographers keep observational notes and their own interpretations distinct. For instance, 
we might not want to label an action “griefing” (antisocial behavior in a virtual world context) 
unless at least some participants designate it as such; however, we might note to ourselves “this 
seemed like griefing to me.” For his Second Life research, Tom kept observations and 
interpretations distinct by pasting text chat and history into one database field, and his own 
commentary and reactions in another field. An example was when Tom was invited to participate 
in a rowdy bachelor party for a man who was to be married in Second Life the following day. 
Linked to the text chat from the party, Tom noted to himself “this makes me think about gender 
in Second Life; this is a bachelor party, but no one ever asks if the people attending are ‘really’ 
men.”  Bonnie and T.L., on the other hand, commingle interpretation and basic observations, 
separating them casually with marginal notes and typographical markers such as bold text or 
underlining, or simply by the content of the text. Celia notates her perceptions in italics to 
distinguish them from observation. 
 
In addition to fieldnotes, virtual worlds provide unique data collection possibilities based on the 
software that underpins them. These will be covered in more depth in Chapter 6, and include 
chatlogs, screenshots, audio and video recording. None of these data sources should be construed 
as a substitute for fieldnotes, but fieldnotes need to take them into account. For instance, if 
players are communicating across several modalities concurrently, such as text, in-world voice, 
and external voice over IP, such as Skype or Ventrilo, it may be necessary to develop a notation 
system to accommodate the different streams of communication. For instance, in her study of 
The University of There, Celia noted that a social convention was for instructors to use voice 
during classes, while students would use text chat. In fieldnotes, her team transcribed instructor 
speech and referenced or cut-and-pasted chatlogs where appropriate. Similarly if we are 
capturing screenshots, we may want to notate within our fieldnotes the set of screenshots that 
pertain to a particular participant observation session. 
 
To augment fieldnotes, many virtual world ethnographers also use forms of visual notation. For 
instance, while playing a game, we might draw sketches or diagrams pertaining to the 
completion of a quest or raid, or the solving of a puzzle.  We may draw a diagram of social 
relations or a timeline of important events. Scrapbooks of artifacts or printed maps associated 
with the virtual world could be useful in the same way physical world ethnographers might 
sketchbooks or collect small artifacts. All of these materials form valuable parts of our fieldwork, 
helping us remember events and situate accounts.  

5.7 Keeping data organized 
 
What we choose to record, and how, shapes our ethnographic writing. Fieldnotes can appear as 
“jottings” (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995:31), with short phrases and abbreviations to be 
elaborated later. T.L. regularly did a first pass at notes right after an session, incident, or event, 
and would soon thereafter go over them to clarify, fix wording, and annotate. Tom set aside time 
to write fairly polished narratives if a significant event took place the previous day; at other 
points his notes were in a more “jotting” style.  
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Regardless of our fieldnote style, a consistent and recognizable organizing convention for our 
data is needed. Fieldnotes should be dated and time-stamped, with a title or short description 
summarizing the contents. Annotating fieldnotes is important so as not to lose track of contextual 
information—the setting where a conversation took place, the background leading up to a 
particular incident, the people on the scene, details of seasonal or temporal interest. In his 
fieldnotes Tom left notes to himself; for instance, “ME: notice how money is being discussed 
here.” A later text search for “ME:” would bring up these reminders, facilitating data analysis. 
This kind of “in-process analytic writing” can gently initiate the process of analysis (Emerson, 
Fretz, and Shaw 1995:100). 
 
Depending on note-taking style, there may also be a phase that involves writing up or compiling 
fieldnotes; there are a variety of possible approaches for this (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995). 
While the ethnographer’s notes may be incomprehensible to others, when working on 
collaborative projects or with research assistants, the writing up process can be particularly 
important to generating fieldnotes that are legible to others. In a team setting, going through 
several rounds of practice notes under the supervision of an experienced ethnographer can be 
used as a method to develop consistent note-taking style. This may be required if, for instance, 
the research supervisor is analyzing the notes of assistants, or assistants are analyzing each 
others’ notes, or teams of peers are comparing notes from different fieldsites, to name a few 
examples. Writing up fieldnotes can often take as much time or more, hour for hour, as 
conducting participant observation itself, so if using this technique, it’s important to factor this 
into our labor estimation. 
 
Many ethnographers, going back to the classics of anthropology (Malinowski 1922) and 
sociology (Mills 1959), have kept a separate ethnographic journal for more personal impressions 
and insights. Often the point is to keep these journals private, but some ethnographers include 
excerpts from such journals in their published work. Celia, for example, did this to give readers a 
personal, “behind-the-scenes” view of challenges, emotional responses to events, and 
interpersonal interactions that might be too sensitive for more general research notes (Pearce and 
Artemesia 2009). 
 
One way to organize data is to use database and word processing software packages. An example 
is Filemaker Pro, which Tom and Celia have used to organize their field data. Such programs 
(like all programs) have various limitations, but can be useful for integrating material into a 
single “record.” Tom would make such records for a day of fieldwork, an individual interview, 
or a group interview, but would also make records for individual informants. He would then 
categorize and tag fields, allowing him, for instance, to later search for all records tagged 
“economic issues” for which the world “shirt” also appeared. Celia also included chatlogs, 
screenshot numbers, and external links which were used by University of There instructors in 
teaching. Placing fieldnotes in a database allows us to search by various words to look for 
patterns, types of activity, or even an individual person’s attendance at an event.  
 
No matter how we organize our fieldnotes—using database, word processing, qualitative 
analysis software, or even paper notebooks and file folders—it is extremely important that we 
duplicate and back up our data, storing it in more than one location. This should always include 
an unaltered master copy of our fieldnotes. Whether using a photocopy machine, hard drive, or 
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online storage service, we never want to lose one word of the data we have worked so hard to 
acquire.  

5.8 Participant observation and ethnographic knowledge 
Our discussion of participant observation has illustrated both the flexibility and the rigor that 
emerge from the apparent paradox of combining “participation” with “observation.” In this 
context, “flexibility” refers to the ways in which ethnographers calibrate the practice of 
participant observation to encounters in the field, and “rigor” refers to the ways that robust 
ethnographic insights are confirmed by participant observation in a range of social encounters 
with different informants and in different contexts over time. These qualities of flexibility and 
rigor contribute to the central role of participant observation in ethnographic methods. However, 
another reason for the importance of participant observation is that, unlike other methods, 
participant observation is not predicated solely on elicitation. Rather than create a special social 
situation for gathering data (for instance, sitting with someone for an interview, or handing them 
a survey), the researcher engaging in participant observation works within the everyday social 
context at hand. This harkens back to Malinowski’s famous distinction between what people do 
and what they say they do, and his insistence that interviews alone are insufficient. The 
ethnographer needs to “put aside camera, note book and pencil, and to join in himself in what is 
going on” (Malinowski 1922:21). The reason for is that culture is not always completely 
conscious nor easily verbalized, and therefore cannot be accessed through elicitation alone: 
 

the Ethnographer has… the duty before him of drawing up all the rules and 
regularities… of giving an anatomy of their culture, of depicting the constitution 
of their society. But these things, though crystallized and set, are nowhere 
formulated (Malinowski 1922:11; emphasis in original). 

 
This point is missed by those who claim to do ethnographic research in virtual worlds but use 
only interviews: many cultural norms and beliefs are not immediately present to consciousness. 
These same limitations to using an elicitation method to learn about language apply to learning 
why someone decided to have children, how a group of young men think about being in a club, 
or how someone defines “success”—or, for that matter, why someone decided to build a virtual 
house, how a group of young men thinks about being in a guild, or how someone defines “play.”  
 
We wish to emphasize that attention to non-elicited cultural understandings does not imply 
ignoring subjective accounts of activities, nor does it imply that people’s words are not to be 
trusted. Asking someone why they decided to join a guild in an interview or as part of participant 
observation produces important data, as does learning about informants’ subjective 
understandings of what play means to them, how they think a virtual world romance shapes their 
sexuality in the physical world, or any other topic. Interviews are valuable--indeed 
indispensable--opportunities for exploring and probing meaning-making, a core aspect of all 
cultural activity. The point is to avoid neglecting the critical parts of culture that are so taken for 
granted and habitual that informants do not reflect on them, or bring them to present awareness 
(see Bourdieu 1998). Participant observation plays a crucial role in forging a methodological 
practice in which we can attend to both explicit and implicit understandings of culture. 

5.9 The timing and duration of participant observation 
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We sometimes see researchers inaccurately describe a study as “ethnographic” when there was 
no participant observation at all, although the study was conducted in the field. Such studies are 
legitimate and useful, but participant observation is a sine qua non of ethnographic practice. It is 
for this reason that we have devoted this chapter to discussing the distinctive ways participant 
observation allows researchers to encounter their participants. It should now be clear that 
participant observation can take an incredible range of forms, and demands a generous 
investment of time and energy. Against the view that cultural differences are unbridgeable, 
participant observation allows for an exchange of perspectives; through this method, researchers 
can become “fluent” in another culture. However, “not unlike learning another language, such 
inquiry requires time and patience. There are no shortcuts” (Rosaldo 1989:25). 
 
It is for this reason that we are concerned about pressures to radically shorten the time allotted 
for fieldwork, sometimes accompanied by phrases like “rapid ethnography” (Millen 2000), 
“quick and dirty ethnography,” or “ethnography lite.” These approaches involve marginalizing or 
even eliminating the participant observation component of the research. In the case of online 
research, they usually involve interviews paired with the analysis of websites or blogs and 
nothing more. Such methods might be termed “rapid qualitative research,” but they are not 
ethnographic; there is no shortcut to the investments of time and immersion needed for effective 
participant observation research. First and foremost, ethnographers are long distance runners: our 
research depends on “patient, careful, and imaginative life study, not quick short cuts or 
technical instruments” (Blumer 1954:10).  
 
Researchers often ask us “how long should someone spend in the field?” Historically, 
ethnographers typically considered one year the norm, or even longer. In contemporary research, 
the amount of time can vary.  If we have conducted preliminary fieldwork, or do not need to 
learn a new language, or are returning to a well known fieldsite, the time necessary for 
participant observation may be considerably less than a year. In other circumstances—for 
example, some multi-sited projects—more than a year may be needed. Just as real world 
ethnographic fieldwork has traditionally been tied to the seasonal cycles of a given culture, we 
should fit our timeline to the temporal structures of those we are studying and their activities. For 
instance, Bonnie observed important World of Warcraft activities during holiday periods when 
the game included special quests and items themed to international physical world holidays (e.g., 
“Hallows End,” “Lunar Festival,” and “Brewfest”). Celia’s ethnographic work with the 
University of There would have been futile had she insisted on conducting the research 
exclusively in the summer, when most classes were not in session. While we do not want to give 
a strict overall time recommendation, in general we cannot imagine effective ethnographic 
fieldwork taking less than six months if research has not yet been conducted at at the fieldsite in 
question. If an ethnographer has already engaged in such research, follow-up studies of one to 
three months may be possible if the research question is sufficiently focused.  
 
5.10 The experimental paradigm 
Questions of timing and duration point to the unique character of participant observation as the 
heart of a field-based methodological approach. It is common to speak of a methodological 
divide between quantitative and qualitative research. However, in our view, the distinction 
between experimental and field research is more central to understanding the nature and value of 
participant observation. Participant observation can take almost any form, but the one thing it 
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cannot be is “experimental” in the sense of hypothesis-driven controlled experiments. We thus 
find it both ethically and methodologically disturbing that some researchers claiming to be 
ethnographers go into virtual worlds and, covertly and without any community-based reflection 
or conversation, present themselves, for instance, as black versus white to “see how people react 
differently.” In such cases, ethnographers are adopting a form of “identity tourism” common 
among players that Nakamura (2002) has noted to be deeply problematic.  
 
But while ethnographic research differs fundamentally from experimental research, participant 
observation is predicated on an awareness that researchers alter the cultures in which they 
participate—even if only through the everyday consequences of social interaction. For instance, 
the history of Bonnie’s guild changed, even if in a very minor way, because of the jokes 
members of the guild told while she was fumbling with the AVR modification. Sometimes the 
impact can be more visible; for example, Tom organized the first known instance of a physical 
world political candidate holding a campaign event in Second Life. By participating in the 
“meet-and-greet” event, which included images from a photography contest the candidate was 
holding in his district, Tom was able to investigate how persons in Second Life responded to the 
appearance of physical world issues online (Au 2006). The incident where T.L. playfully put on 
different avatar bodies certainly speaks to a kind of experimenting engagement, even if for only 
an evening. Celia has framed her ethnographic research and her “role” as ethnographer a kind of 
performance within a co-performative space. For researchers using formal experimental 
methods, such influence might be construed as contamination. Virtual world researchers from 
such backgrounds might idealize a methodology in which they would be an invisible avatar, a 
virtual “fly on the wall” that could observe a culture unseen. However, this would constitute 
observation, not participant observation. Ethnographic methods do not construe the researcher as 
a contaminant, but as a valuable instrument in the research process. The method allows 
researchers to learn about a culture through participation, including making mistakes. 
Ethnographers thus see the engaged, embodied researcher as a methodological virtue. 
 
Cultures usually have long histories of incorporating outsiders, and it is through participation that 
researchers gain the partial perspective and vulnerable engagement needed for producing 
ethnographic knowledge. This vulnerable posture comes out of an anthropological tradition of 
willingness to have even our basic research questions altered by what we learn from those we 
study (Behar 1996). An “experimenting” attitude—a sensibility of being open to the unforeseen, 
emergent, and contingent—is thus central to participant observation. Indeed, it can often be 
fostered by the sense of playful possibility many virtual worlds provide. This is not a notion of 
“experiment” as used in a laboratory paradigm and predicated on the controlled manipulation of 
variables; instead, it speaks to a phenomenological stance. We often have to experiment with 
forms of self-representation, entrée, and “skilling up” in a fieldsite, testing and trying out ideas in 
conversation with informants. In gaming settings, the notion of experimenting is central and, as 
play researchers, we may find ourselves regularly inhabiting that stance. We therefore 
distinguish an experimenting attitude from the formal experimental process, and caution 
researchers to not mistakenly conflate these modalities (as when communicating with 
participants while experimenting with avatar embodiment is simplistically replaced by “putting 
on a female avatar and seeing how people react”). 
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While the method continues to change over time, since the inception of ethnography researchers 
have used participant observation to access cultural data that cannot be obtained through other 
means. Surveys, individual and group interviews, data mining, document analysis, controlled 
experiments, and other approaches can all play important roles in the research process. But by 
allowing researchers to enter the everyday lifeworlds of those they study, participant observation 
creates unique and vital opportunities for a deeper understanding of human culture. 


